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Hydrogen bond is an important factor in the structures of carbohydrates. Because of great strength, short range, 
and strong angular dependence, hydrogen bonding is an important factor stabilizing the structure of 
carbohydrate. In this study, conformational properties and the hydrogen bonds in GlcNAc(01,3)Gal(0)OMe in 
DMSO are investigated through NMR spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulation. Lowest energy 
structure in the adiabatic energy map was utilized as an initial structure for the molecular dynamics simulations 
in DMSO. NOEs, temperature coefficients, SIMPLE NMR data, and molecular dynamics simulations proved 
that there is a strong intramolecular hydrogen bond between O7' and HO3' in GlcNAc(01,3)Gal(^)OMe in 
DMSO. In aqueous solution, water molecule makes intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the disaccharides and 
there was no intramolecular hydrogen bonds in water. Since DMSO molecule is too big to be inserted deep into 
GlcNAc(01,3)Gal(0)OMe, DMSO can not make strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding with carbohydrate 
and increases the ability of O7' in GlcNAc(01,3)Gal(0)OMe to participate in intramolecular hydrogen bonding. 
Molecular dynamics simulation in conjunction with NMR experiments proves to be efficient way to investigate 
the intramolecular hydrogen bonding existed in carbohydrate.
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Introduction

NMR is a good method to obtain structural data of 
carbohydrate in solution where motional variations are less 
restricted than in crystals. Also, in many cases, the crystal 
structures of carbohydrates are not available. However, 
because of severe spectral overlaps, NMR experiments do 
not provide enough NOE distance constraints to allow a 
complete structure determination of carbohydrates.1-5 Some
times, theoretical modeling of carbohydrates can provide 
more informations.6-15

Hydrogen bonding is an important factor stabilizing the 
structure of carbohydrate. Carbohydrates have hydroxyl 
groups that can simultaneously donate and accept protons of 
hydrogen bonds.14,15 NMR techniques such as chemical shift 
variation, temperature coefficients, nuclear Overhauser effects, 
and coupling constant have been used to investigate the 
hydrogen bonds in carbohydrate structures.3,16-20

Here, we studied the hydrogen bond existed in the 
structure of GlcNAc(Q1,3)Gal(Q)OMe in DMSO. Repeating 
units of this disaccharide are present in certain mucins, 
membrane glycoproteins, and polyglycosylceramides where 
they are associated with the i-antigenic structures and serve 
as precursors of the ABH, Lewis, and P1 blood group 
antigens.21,22 Previously, we reported the two probable 
structures of GlcNAc(Q1,3)Gal(0)OMe in water which are in 
dynamic equilibrium. No intramolecular hydrogen bonds 

has been found for GlcNAc(Q1,3)Gal(0)OMe in water.2 
Since DMSO molecule is too big to be inserted deep into 
GlcNAc(Q1,3)Gal(Q)OMe, DMSO can not make strong 
intermolecular hydrogen bonding with carbohydrate and 
increases the ability of hydroxyl groups in carbohydrates to 
participate in intramolecular hydrogen bonding. In this 
study, we have utilized molecular dynamics simulations in 
DMSO box in conjunction with NMR spectroscopy to 
examine intramolecular hydrogen bonding in GlcNAc(^1,3)- 
Gal(^)OMe in DMSO.

Experiment지 Section

Nomenclature. Figure 1 shows the naming scheme of the 
GlcNAc(Q1,3)Gal(Q)OMe molecule. Flexibilities around the 
glycosidic linkages are described by torsion angles:① and 中 
defined by H1'-C1'-O3-C3 and C1'-O3-C3-H3, respectively. 
X is O5-C5-C6-O6. Three possible orientations relative to 
C5 and C6 are designated as GT, GG, and TG as described 
in the previous paper.2 Q C1'-C2'-N2'-C7' determines the 
orientation of N-acetyl group.

NMR Experiments. GlcNAc(Q1,3)Gal(0)OMe was pur
chased from Sigma. The NMR samples for the resonance 
assignment were dissolved in 100% DMSO-d6 under 
nitrogen gas and 10 mM sample was made in 0.45 mL. 
NMR experiments were performed at 25 oC on a Bruker 
AMX 500 MHz spectrometer at Korea Basic Science 
Institute. All the data were processed off-line using FELIX 
software on SGI workstation in Department of Chemistry at 
Konkuk University.23 For spectral assignments a double
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Figure 1. Schematic structure of GlcNAc（月 1,3）Gal（g）OMe. The 
dihedral angles,①，里 %1, %2, and 6 are defined as H1'-C1'-O3-C3, 
C1'-O3-C3-H3, O5-C5-C6-O6, O5'-C5'-C6'-O6', and. C1'-C2'-N2'- 
C7', respectively.

quantum filtered COSY spectrum was obtained using time 
proportional phase incrementation （TPPI） with spectral 
width of 1754.386 Hz, 2048 t2 point, and 512 t1 point.24 We
collected a TOCSY spectrum with a mixing time of 80 msec 
and a 1H-13C heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence 
（HMQC） spectrum to aid the spectral assignments.25-27 2D 
1H-1H phase sensitive NOESY and ROESY experiment was 
performed with mixing times of 600 and 800 msec.28,29 In
order to calculate temperature coefficients, chemical shifts
were measured every 5o from 298 K to 333 K.

Sample for the measurement of the deuterium isotope 
effect on chemical shifts was deuterated and dried by 
lyophilizing from D2O/acetone solutions and then dissolved
in dry DMSO-d6. NMR sample was made by mixing 
adequate amounts of protiated and deuteriated GlcNAc- 
（月 1,3）Gal（仍OMe. The signs and the magnitudes of the 
chemical shift variation from the isotope effects was 
determined by SIMPLE （Secondary Isotope Multiplets 
NMR spectroscopy of Partially Labeled Entities） 1H NMR 
measurement.16,18

Molecular dynamics simulations of GlcNAc（月1,3）- 
Gal（月）OMe. In order to investigate the dynamic behavior of 
the GlcNAc（月1,3）Gal（月）OMe, molecular dynamics simu
lations on GlcNAc（月 1,3）Gal（月）OMe in DMSO was proceeded. 
All calculations were performed with CHARMM （Chemistry 
at HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics）. The potential 
function of CHARMM is as follows30;

V（q） = £燮-r®）2 + 遍（6 - 60）2 + £而（§ - s。』）2

+ EkW（Si - so』）2 + £綸［1 + cos（〃0・-街］

+叫 （아 - 揷+』斗2-쓷］ + £4告

"勺勺丿4网勺

This equation contains the terms such as bond energy, 
an이e energy, dihedral energy, Urey-Bradley 1-3 interaction 
energy, improper energy, electrostatic energy, and van der

Figure 2. 5 Adiabatic energy map of GlcNAc（月 1,3）Gal（月）OMe 
generated in vacuum2. Contours are in 0.5 kcal/mol intervals from 
0.5 to 5.0 kcal/mol above the energy minimum. Three low energy 
structures are designated as N1, N2 and N3.

Waals energy. Hydrogen bond energy term is not handled 
separately, but treated as nonbonding interactions in the 
CHARMM potential. Parametera used here are available 
through QUANTA.23

The conformational behavior of GlcNAc（月 1,3）Gal（月）OMe 
was examined through the dynamics simulation with explicit 
DMSO molecules. For the simulations a cubic DMSO box 
（density 1.1） consisting of 125 DMSO molecules with a 
length of 24.52 A in each dimension was set-up. Parameters 
for DMSO molecules were adopted from reference.31 They 
were equilibrated for 40 ps and 300 ps molecular dynamics 
simulations were performed before carbohydrate molecule 
was positioned in the center of the DMSO box.32-34 In the 
previous paper, adiabatic energy map of GlcNAc（月1,3）- 
Gal（月）OMe in vacuum was calculated and it has three low 
energy minima as shown in Figure 2.2 Since the lowest 
energy structure N1 in adiabatic energy map satisfies well 
the NMR data of GlcNAc（月1,3）Gal（月）OMe in DMSO, it 
was utilized in generating initial geometries of GlcNAc- 
（月 1,3）Gal（月）OMe. All solvent molecules closer than 2.8 A 
to any heavy atom of the carbohydrate molecule were 
deleted.1 5000 cycles of ABNR energy minimization were 
carried out, keeping the carbohydrate harmonically constrained 
to its original structure. During the whole simulations, 
minimum-image periodic boundary conditions were used to 
eliminate edge effects. The simulation involved an equili
bration period of 40 ps and the production run was 
performed for 300 ps, from which the dynamics trajectory 
was obtained for the conformational analysis. Simulations 
and analysis were performed on a SGI O2 workstation and 
Cray-C90 supercomputer at SERI.

Results and Discussion

Resonance Assignment and NOE Measurement. The
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Table 1. 1H and 13C chemical shifts of GlcNAc(01,3)Gal(0) in 
DMSO-d6

“Chemical shift of TMS peak was set at 0 ppm. "Temperature coefficients 
(ppb/K) of hydroxyl groups in GlcNAc(gi,3)Gal(g) in DMSO-d6.

Proton 3 (ppm)a Carbon 3 (ppm)b
H1' 4.60 C1' 102.01
H2' 3.35 C2' 55.69
H3' 3.33 C3' 70.41
H4' 3.10 C4' 69.36
H5' 3.10 C5' 76.68
H6a' 3.65 C6' 60.31
H6b' 3.46 C7' 170.14
HN' 7.62
HO3' 5.00 (-5.1)b
HO4' 4.97 (-6.6)b
HO6' 4.44 (-7.3)b

H1 4.05 C1 103.92
H2 3.40 C2 56.48
H3 3.36 C3 82.32
H4 3.84 C4 67.13
H5 3.40 C5 74.80
H6a 3.53 C6 60.87
H6b 3.98
HO2 4.66 (-8.6)b
HO4 4.04 (-8.0)b
HO6 4.55 (-7.6)b
OMe 3.38

proton resonance assignment in GlcNAc(Q1,3)Gal(Q)OMe 
in DMSO was proceeded on the basis of DQF-COSY, NOESY, 
and HMQC spectra. Heteronuclear correlated experiments 
such as HMQC and HMBC were used to complete assign
ment. Table 1 lists 1H and 13 * * * *C chemical shifts. Chemical 
shifts of most of the ring protons are crowded between 3.0 
and 3.7 ppm except the anomeric protons. Amide proton in 
the N-acetyl group and all the hydroxyl protons are 
exchanged with deuterium within 5 minutes.

^Numbers in the parenthesis are the rms deviations from the averaged 
values. bAngles are in degree. cDistances are in A. ^Occurrence 
probability that bond distance is less than or equal to 2.5 A and angle is 
greater than or equal to 135o. e Average distance during bond distance is 
less than or equal to 2.5 A. fAverage angle during angle is greater than or 
equal to 135o.

Simple NMR. For molecules with partially deuterated 
hydroxyl groups observed under conditions of slow exchange, 
intramolecular hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl groups 
is manifested by isotopically shifted hydroxyl proton 
resonances. This phenomenon has been termed SIMPLE 
NMR because it entails the observation of Secondary 
Isotope Miltiplets of Partially Labeled Entities (SIMPLE). 
According to the previous work on sucrose, it was found that 
the hydroxyl group acting as donor exhibits a negative (to 
low frequency) isotope shift, when the hydrogen atom in 
hydroxyl group as an acceptor is replaced by deuterium.18 1H 
NMR spectrum of the hydroxyl proton resonances of 
GlcNAc(刀 1,3)Gal(0)OMe in DMSO-d6 is shown in Figure
3. OH3' shows the doublets due to the vicinal coupling to the
metheine protons. The SIMPLE 1H NMR spectrum (OH :
OD =1:1) in DMSO-d6 exhibits resolved isotopically
shifted resonance signals for OH3'. The OH3' resonance
exhibits negative isotope effect (-3.52 x 10-3 ppm). Isotope
effect observed for OH3' resonances is transmitted through
an intramolecular hydrogen bond between OH3' and some
other hydrogen bond acceptor. This isotope effect observed
for OH3' is caused by deuterium substitution of hydroxyl
group able to form hydrogen bonds to the other. There were 
no isotope effects found for the other hydroxyl protons. 
NMR data can prove that there is an intramolecular 
hydrogen bond between OH3' and acceptor, but it is not
enough to determine the exact location and the stability of 
hydrogen bond.

NMR experiments of carbohydrate in water are usually 
performed in D2O and all the hydroxyl protons which can
give the useful informations about hydrogen bondings in
carbohydrates are exchanged with deuterium. Since 
hydroxyl protons in sugar rings can not be exchanged with
deuterium in DMSO-d6, NMR experiments of carbohydrates
in DMSO give useful information about hydrogen bonds in

Table 1 also shows the temperature coefficients of the 
amide and hydroxyl protons. A reduction in temperature 
susceptibility (ppb/deg) has been commonly accepted as an 
indicator of reduced interaction with solvent, due to 
intramolecular hydrogen bonding. A relatively smaller 
temperature coefficient is observed for HO3' proton than for 
the other hydroxyl protons. This may correspond to a 
transfer of electron density from the OH bond as a result of 
hydrogen bonding with the other atoms as electron donors.

Distance informations derived from NOE data should lead 
to definition of the solution structure. The distance infor
mations obtained from NOESY and ROESY experiments 
with mixing times of 600 msec and 800 msec are listed in 
Table 2. Particular interest should be imposed on the protons 
around the glycosidic linkage. The interresidue NOEs such 
as H1'-H2, H1'-H3, and H1'-H4 are very important to 
determine the conformation of disaccharide. For the 
calibration, distance between H1-H2 was set to 3.1 A and 
this distance is the value in charmm-minimized structures.

Table 2. Conformational features of GlcNAc(61,3)Gal(g) obtained 
from averaged dynamics trajectories generated in DMSO box

Initial structure Average values in NMR data
N12 3 * * * * * * * * * MD simulation (A)

H1'-H2c
H1'-H3c
H1'-H4c

HO2-HN'c 
O7'--HO3'-O3'

20a 
40 
19 
35 
155 
3.5c
2.4 
4.3 
4.0 
2.1

軒

职/
/

伊

61.7 (±9.9)a
30.2 (± 10.0)
0.5 (± 12.3)
5.7 (± 17.8)
152.2 (± 7.7)
3.4 (± 0.2)c
2.8 (± 0.2)
4.5 (± 0.1)
4.4 (± 0.4)
2.1 (± 0.5)c

142.5 (±29.8)b 
0.74d (1.9e, 156.8)

3.8
3.0
4.3
4.4
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Figure 3. 500 MHz 1H NMR spectrum of the hydroxyl protons 
resonances of GlcNAc（月1,3）GalS）in DMSO-d6 at OH:OD ratios 
of 1 : 0 and 1 : 1. In the upper box, expanded 1H NMR spectrum of 
the OH3' hydroxyl proton resonance in DMSO-d6.

carbohydrates as shown in this result.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations in DMSO Box. In 

order to investigate the hydrogen bond existed in DMSO, 
molecular dynamics simulations with explicit DMSO 
molecules were performed. Table 2 shows the confor
mational features of GlcNAc（月 1,3）Gal（£）OMe obtained 
from the average dynamical trajectory generated in DMSO 
box. As listed in Table 2, MD trajectory in DMSO box 
fluctuates near the N1 conformation but it does not located 
exactly on the N1 state. The averaged value of O dihedral 
angle was 61.7o and that of 中 was 30.2o. The orientation of 
exocyclic hydroxymethyl groups of both rings and the 
orientation of N-acetyl group are retained. All the average 
distances agree well with the NOE data. As listed in Table 2 
the intramolecular hydrogen bond, O7'-OH3' was maintained 
through the trajectory. Averaged O7'-OH3' distance was 2.1 
A. The intramolecular hydrogen bond O7'-OH3' in the final 
shot of MD simulation of GlcNAc（月 1,3）Gal（月）is shown in 
Figure 4. In order to understand the details about the 
hydrogen bonds observed during the simulation, we looked

Figure 4. The intramolecular hydrogen bond O7'-OH3' in the final 
shot of MD simulation of GlcNAc（月 1,3）Gal（月）.

at the occurrence of the hydrogen bonds as listed in Table 2. 
We calculated the occurrence of the hydrogen bond by 
counting how frequently the distance between the hydrogen 
atom and the acceptor was rha < 2.5 A and the angle between 
the donor, the hydrogen atom and the acceptor is greater than 
135o, simultaneously. Hydrogen bond between O7'-HO3'- 
O3' is frequently observed with an occurrence of 0.74 and is 
also strong as measured by the distance of 1.9 A and the 
angle of 156.8o.

Conclusion

Hydrogen bond is an important factor in the structures of 
carbohydrates. Because of great strength, short range, and 
strong angular dependence, hydrogen bonding is an important 
factor stabilizing the structure of carbohydrate. Structures of 
carbohydrates such as gangliosides and many different kinds 
of disaccharides or trisaccharides have been determined in 
water or DMSO by NMR spectroscopy.1-5,16-20 Water molecule 
is well known to make strong hydrogen bond with 
carbohydrate in the aqueous solution because it is very polar 
and small enough to be inserted deep into the disaccharide 
and weaken the intramolecular hydrogen bonds in 
carbohydrates. DMSO is much bigger than water and it is 
not easy to be inserted deep into the disaccharide. As 
reported in the previous paper, GlcNAc（月1,3）Gal（月）OMe in 
water does not have any intramolecular hydrogen bonds and 
it exists in two conformationally discrete forms between N2 
and N3 conformations in water.2 MD trajectory in DMSO 
fluctuates near N1 state in the adiabatic energy map and 
satisfies the experimental NMR data well. N1 trajectory is 
not located exactly at the N1 state but this might be 
happened because energy map calculation in vacuum can not 
represent the solvent effect of DMSO perfectly. However, 
since it is impossible to carry out an energy map calculation 
of carbohydrate in the solvent environment with explicit 
DMSO molecules, molecular dynamics simulation in 
conjunction with NMR experiments proves to be efficient 
ways to investigate the intramolecular hydrogen bonding 
existed in carbohydrate in DMSO. Although NMR methods 
are used to indicate the presence of hydrogen bondings in 
carbohydrates, they are usually unable to discriminate 
between the donor and acceptor hydroxyl groups or to 
provide a basis for comparison of the relative strengths of 
hydrogen bonds in these molecules. Molecular dynamics 
simulations in explicit DMSO molecules can provide these 
informations. By using the data obtained from the NOEs, 
temperature coefficients, SIMPLE NMR data, and molecular 
dynamics simulations, we can conclude that there are stable 
intramolecular hydrogen bond between O7' and HO3' in 
GlcNAc（月 1,3）Gal（月）OMe. Molecular dynamics simulation 
in conjunction with NMR experiments proves to be efficient 
way to investigate the intramolecular hydrogen bonding 
existed in carbohydrate.
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